What makes a successful choreographer? And do
cultures really differ from country to country...
Jennifer Choo Sue Chin from Malaysia does not think so.

Jennifer Choo Sue Chin is known worldwide
thanks to some great choreographies and
one in particular, Hare Ram. Anyone who
has watched the video and tried the dance
cannot fail to be impressed with it and the
decidedly catchy tune it features.
Jennifer says that dancing was always in
her blood though Line dancing is quite new
to her as she started to dance “seriously”
in 2005. She discovered her relatively
late passion in life thanks to a local gym
in Kuala Lumpur which had included Line
dance classes in its schedules. “I never
looked back and I even took the ISTD
exams in 2006” she confides.

surprise dance hit and she admits “Hare
Ram was my real break.” In a typical
modest fashion, Jennifer still cannot
believe her luck. “I find it hard to believe
the dance went international. I was only
doing it for fun because I wanted to dance
to this music and no one had thought of
writing anything to it.”

Jennifer works as a Senior Academic
Manager in an e-learning company. She
used to be a school teacher in maths and
science and changed her work path after
earning her Masters degree in Education
technology. She says: “I lead a team which
decides and designs the way students
should be taught using multimedia
mainly through the Internet.” So it is
not surprising that Line dance affords her
some well earned “chilling out” time.

To Jennifer, the attraction of Line dancing
is that “people from all over the world
share the same steps to a song”. She
loves the fact that no matter where you
go you can easily find a group and blend in
making new friends. She adds : “It actually
goes further than that for me. How many
beautiful songs do we discover thanks to
Line dance? Songs that may be known in
one particular country but not through the
rest of the world. Think of “Am I Supposed
To Live?” by Veronica Akselsen. If it had
not been for Cato Larsen and his gorgeous
dance Am I? we would have never ever
known it.” For her that is part of the
attraction in choreographing. “I know
many people discovered a new type of
music through Hare Ram and I hope I can
do the same for more Hindi tunes soon.”

It was earlier this year that she found a
great Hindi song Bool Bhulaiyaa and took
the plunge in choreographing Hare Ram to
it. To her surprise and delight, the dance
got picked up in Singapore and more
tellingly in Canada. It went to become a

To understand Jennifer sentiment, you have
to know that Malaysia is very much a multi
racial, multi cultural country in South
East Asia. The culture in particular is very
diverse as Jennifer points out. “It is a small
country but apart from Malay groups there

are Chinese and Indian ethnic people too.
This gives us a fantastic multi faceted way
of co-habiting and living together.” Line
dance in Malaysia started some years ago
and has now evolved into a pastime where
many young people take part. “Those in
their 20s and 30s see it not only as a form
of exercise but also as a way of expressing
themselves. I belong to this group” admits
Jennifer. As local choreographers use local
music and introduce local and traditional
dance movements, Line dance helps to
showcase regional culture worldwide. “And
that is what makes Line dance so much
more interesting and varied” says Jennifer.
And sharing all the above elements is what
Jennifer wants to keep on doing.
With role models like Rachael McEnaney,
Jo Thompson Szymanski and Guyton
Mundy, Jennifer’s inspiration is modern
and yet easily accessible, making her
dances interesting, challenging and ideal
for dancers who want something different.
Jennifer’s love of Line dance and her
dedication to it are all too obvious. Her
personal philosophy is one of acceptance
and inclusion of all cultures and creed.
And when she says “Let dancing bring
out all the joy in you!” you know that not
only she means every word, but she will
actively encourage those around her to
experience the pure happiness that only
dancing can bring.
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